The iWhiz Story
Why iWhiz?
We want students to fall in love with the learning and then
they would love to learn.
We will redefine South Africa
learning success.
Current system of education was designed
for a different age. Designed in the 19th
century, it catered for a different time and
driven by the industrial revolution. We need
to be responsive to the new age of the
fourth industrial revolution.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution has the
potential to raise global income levels and improve the quality of life for populations
around the world. To date, those who have gained the most from it have been
consumers able to afford and access the digital world; technology has made possible
new products and services that increase the efficiency and pleasure of our personal
lives.

So, Why Not Use It In Education?

We revolutionarise education to get ready to live in the 21st
century. Are you ready to join the revolution?
How Are We Doing This?
iWhiz provides you all the subjects that you currently taught at
school in a fun, interesting and captivating way.
Whilst the curriculum is fully CAPS aligned, iWhiz adds to the curriculum 21st century skills
like critical thinking, coding and robotics. As our global economy expands, our need to prepare
this next generation for new careers becomes even more imperative. If we seize this moment
and work together, students will be our most valuable assets to compete in the 21st century
global world.
Let’s work together tirelessly to bring our students, our schools, and our nation effectively into
the 21st century

Our Mission
We want students to fall in love with learning and
then they would love to learn. We will redefine
South Africa learning success.

Our People
We are made up of people who are the vital cogs
of our institution towards making teaching and
learning fun for students.

iWhiz Provides Learners With Animated Lessons To Master
All Content According To Caps
What Do You Get For Your Subscription?
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The full CAPS aligned lessons presented as an animated video for your
grade.
A well designed with thorough content e-textbook for the year.
3 min videos so you stay focused and your mind alert.
This is accessed through playing a game.
Quizzes test your learning after each section.
Tests and analysis help you improve continuously.
Unlimited practice questions to prepare you and be ready for any exam.

Teaching Through Animation
When children are having fun, they tend to learn better. It’s even scientifically proven
that retention of information is higher when it is communicated using both visual and
verbal communication. Animation makes the content accessible. The use of animation
instruction can significantly enhance student learning. Our students in the digital age
expects more!!

iWhiz Use Gamification In their Learning
Gamification describes the process of applying game-related principles — particularly those
relating to user experience and engagement — to non-game contexts such as iWhiz content.

Fun games are used at the end of each term to that serve
the role of a conventional test.
The iWhiz Flipped Classroom
This means a change from the traditional approach. It calls for a flipped learning environment
which could be a classroom or a home school. Flipping a classroom makes the learning
process student-centric. You see, the curiosity and hunger for knowledge that the young
possess are infectious.

The teacher moves from being the “Sage on the stage to
the guide on the side”

This means!!!
You Have Your
Own Team Of
Expert Teachers
To Teach Just
You?

Your own “learning pit” crew of caring persons ready and waiting to support your
learning. To regularly provide you with fresh new and interesting content. A group of
teachers who want you to succeed beyond your expectations.

That’s what iWhiz does gives you all your teachers in your pocket!
This means !!!

Fun Actually Leads To Engagement, Meaning And Purpose,
And, Yes, Learning.
When you’re having fun, you boost your positive emotions which activate the learning centres
in your brain and boosts your brain power, more alert in noticing new things and learning
through them.
When you play there is a bit of healthy competition in there. it boosts your happiness levels as
well as your performance.

This means !!!!

You Could Learn Anywhere And Anytime?
Bring back the kinder garden enthusiasm of embracing each day
with the joy of learning. Love to learn

This means !!!

Having fun
playing with
your friends and
learning while
you doing so.

You can create your own
working team?

Optimal brain activation occurs when subjects are in positive emotional states or
when the material holds personal meaning, connects to their interests, is presented
with elements of novelty, or evokes wonder.








Learn with fun animated bite sized videos
Play games to progress through your studies
Grow your knowledge
Love learning
Test for learning anytime you
Ready

Changes The Look And
Feel Of The Classroom
Love Your Lessons
Work At Your Pace
Be In Control !!!

Learning Deemed Enjoyable By Today’
Generation

The New Learning App for South
Africa
We have the capacity to turn the South African
results on PISA and PIRLS rating around because
the learners have an insatiable desire to learn, they
need a reliable, sustainable, fun and exciting way to
learn. There is no problem with our learner’s ability
to learn, it’s how we teach them that’s the problem
and the systemic issues exacerbate the problem.

Visit our website: www.iwhiz.co.za
To learn more about iWhiz and to begin you
journey of learning success!

